
HOLIDAY ACTIVITY IDEAS 
 

Pancake Day 
Tuesday 16th February is Shrove Tuesday, widely known as Pancake 
Day!


Children love to help with baking, so if you make your pancake batter 
from scratch please involve them.  Use the bossy form of verbs when 
cooking e.g. mix, pour, beat, stir, crack, pinch, whisk etc.  Perhaps add 
in an adverb like quickly, slowly, carefully to the instructions you give.


Once the pancakes have been cooked give your child some chopped 
fruit and let them get creative.  They may want to create a face or 
perhaps an interesting pattern.


Here are a few activity ideas taken from the Woodland Trust Website: www.woodlandtrust.org.uk



“ Go on a minibeast hunt 
Spring is well and truly kicking in now, and the warmer weather will bring 
lots of creepy crawlies out. So get your kids out in the fresh air and take a 
closer look at your garden. You'll soon notice it's teeming with wildlife! Can 
you find...

• a worm after a spring shower

• a bumblebee looking for nectar

• a spotty ladybird exploring the grass

• a slimy snail in a dark damp spot

• a butterfly basking in the sunshine?


Go on a scavenger hunt 
This is a fun idea for kids of all ages. You can keep it really simple for little ones - help them look 
out for different colours or textures in nature. For older children, challenge them to hunt for 
seasonal signs such as spring blossom or new leaves. Or ask them to see how many tiny natural 
objects they can find to fit inside a matchbox.


Spring scavenger hunt 
In spring, nature starts to wake up from its long winter sleep. Trees 
burst into leaf, flowers cover the ground and animals emerge from 
hibernation. There’s so much to see, can you find…

•new green leaves

•scented blossom

•springy moss

•sticky leaf buds

•a lichen-covered twig

•a piece of eggshell (stay well away from bird nests, look for 
fragments of shell that have fallen to the ground)


Make natural art 
Art and crafts will be a popular way to keep kids busy. To mix things up, 
put the pencils and crayons to one side and look for natural art materials 
instead. Collect fallen leaves, petals and sticks and use them to make a 
picture or sculpture. Please make sure you don't pick wildflowers, 
however, as they are important for wildlife and some are protected by 
law.


You could even use the objects as 'stampers' or paintbrushes - dipping them in paint and rolling, 
brushing or stamping them on paper to create interesting patterns and effects.


http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk


Make an animal or forest out of Lego 
Many families will have Lego, wooden blocks or other building toys at home. So 
challenge your kids to make something inspired by nature. You could all work 
together to make one big scene, like a springtime woodland or a giant tree. Or 
you could have a contest to see who can build the best minibeast, mammal or 
bird.”


These activities have been taken from the web site abcdoes.com


